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There were: 35 possible respondents.
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I can't say enough about Kelly and her teaching style. I was hesitant to take math classes at the U as I found an instructor I like at SLCC. I am now bummed that I
didn't decide to take more classes from Kelly at the U. Her group quizzes were fantastic exercises to get students to work together. There were things that I wasn't
strong on that students took the time to explain to me. I then went home that night and studied those specific things that I didn't understand. The exams were graded
well and fair. I also liked that Kelly called on students in class. It made me feel better about not knowing when another student didn't know where to start either. I
felt more confident in the learning process knowing that I wasn't the only one struggling with something.

MacArthur

Kelly definitely was the best Calculus instructor I had in the University of Utah so far. She can always gave me immediate help in the class if I was struggling in
difficult problems or new math concepts. And she organzied her courses' content so well so that we were able to go through the entire Calculus 3 efficiently even if
we were learning it in such a short one month period.

MacArthur

Kelly was super organized in everything she did. She prepared the class content very well and made very clear what would be covered each and every day, as well
as being very cleat and transparent on what would be on the test. She has easily been one of the best professors I have ever had and cannot say enough good things
about her. Amazing professor. Really glad I took these courses from her

MacArthur

Having her notes available online to use for class notes, giving quizzes everyday helped with remembering the matieral from the day before.MacArthur

Question: Instructor Comments

The handout of the course helped us follow this intense course greatly. And the course video and notes available online help us understand the content of the course
better.

She updated the website daily. She offered additional resources to her video's. The notecards were very helpful as well.

Class notes were great

The hybrid class was very well designed for the Calculus Immersion courses, everything was very well planned out, and designed.

Quizzes everyday, two review sessions before exams

Question: Comments on course effectiveness
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